Abstract. Automated recognition of process variation patterns using an artificial neural network (ANN) model classifier is a useful technique for multivariate quality control. Proper design of the classifier is critical for achieving effective recognition performance (RP). The existing classifiers were mainly designed empirically. In this research, full factorial design of experiment was utilized for investigating the effect of four design parameters, i.e., recognition window size, training data amount, training data quality and hidden neuron amount. The pattern recognition study focuses on bivariate correlated process mean shifts for cross correlation function, ρ = 0.1 ~ 0.9 and mean shifts, µ = ± 0.75 ~ 3.00 standard deviations. Raw data was used as input representation for a generalized model ANN classifier. The findings suggested that: (i) the best performance for each pattern could be achieved by setting different design parameters through specific classifiers, which (ii) gave superior result (average RP = 98.85%) compared to an empirical design (average RP = 96.5%). This research has provided a new perspective in designing ANN pattern recognition scheme in the field of statistical process control.
Introduction
In manufacturing industries, process variation has become a major source of poor quality. When manufacturing process involves two or more correlated variables (multivariate), an appropriate scheme is necessary to monitor these variables jointly. In recent years, this issue has been addressed through the development of artificial neural networks (ANN) based pattern recognition schemes. Various schemes such as Novelty Detector ANN [1] , Ensemble-ANN [2] , Multi-Module-Structure-ANN [3] and Features-based ANN [4] have been proposed for automatically recognizing multivariate process variation patterns. Further discussion on these schemes can be found in reference [5, 6] .
In general, the ANN models were utilized as pattern classifier. As such, a proper design of the classifier is critical in achieving efficient recognition performance (RP). The above literatures reported that the classifier performance was influenced by several design parameters such as network architecture, patterns behaviour, training data amount and training algorithm. For case by case basis, they were commonly determined empirically (based on experience, self assumption, or trial and error experiments). In this study, full factorial design of experiment (FFDOE) was utilized for investigating an optimal design parameters for a generalized ANN model classifier. Details discussion is organized as follows: framework of an ANN scheme; results and discussion on experimental design; conclusions.
ANN Pattern Recognition Scheme
Framework for an ANN pattern recognition scheme was developed based on single stage monitoring and diagnosis approach as shown in Figure 1 . Process monitoring refers to the identification of process status either it is running within a statistically in-control or out-of-control condition, whereas process diagnosis refers to the identification of the source variables of out-ofcontrol process in mean shifts. Modeling of data of multivariate process variation patterns, design, training and testing of the generalized ANN classifier can be referred in reference [4] . Process patterns were classified as normal and abnormal patterns (upward and downward shifts). Ideally, raw data should be tapped from real manufacturing industry. However, since a large number of data are required, the artificial data were generated using Lehman model [7] . This methodology has been adopted in previous research [1, 4] .
"Partially developed shift patterns" and "dynamic patterns" were applied into the ANN training and testing respectively to suit for on-line (dynamic) process condition. Tables 1 and 2 provide the details parameters for modeling artificial data of partially developed shift patterns. In order to achieve the best training result for overall pattern categories, the amount of training patterns were set as follows: (i) bivariate normal patterns = [1500 × (total combination of data correlation)] and (ii) bivariate shift patterns = [100 × (total combination of mean shifts) × (total Table 1 ). In order to improve discrimination capability between normal and shift patterns, a huge amount of N(0,0) patterns was applied into ANN training. The US(1,1) and DS(1,1) pattern categories also require a huge amount of training patterns since it contain a more complex combination of mean shifts compared to the other bivariate shift pattern categories. In order to achieve the best monitoring performance (not discussed in this article), different percentage of partially developed shift patterns were utilized for different range of mean shifts as shown in Table 2 . The starting points of sudden shifts (SS) were determined empirically. The actual value of data correlation is dependent to the variability in the bivariate data. The simulated values (ρ = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9) could only be achieved when the process data streams are in either "fully normal pattern" or in "fully developed shift pattern". For representing into an ANN classifier, the samples were standardized to a range between [−3, +3] and then normalized to a compact range between [−1, +1]. For normalization, a maximum and a minimum values were taken from the overall standardized samples. The normalization could minimize noise from the samples, thus provides accurate and consistent recognition. ANN classifier was trained using gradient descent with momentum and adaptive learning rate (traingdx). Maximum number of epochs and error goal were set as 500 and 0.001 respectively. Learning rate and learning rate increment were set as 0.05 and 1.05, whereas maximum number of epochs and error goal were set as 1500 and 0.001 respectively. Network performance was evaluated based on mean square error (MSE). The hyperbolic tangent function in hidden layer limited the hidden output between [−1, +1] and sigmoid function in output layer limited the classification output between [0, 1]. The training process was stopped whenever either the error goal has been met or the maximum allowable training epoch has been reached. The training reached error goal between 100 to 300 epochs.
Experimental Design: Results and Discussion
FFDOE was utilized in investigating the effects of four design parameters as shown in Table  3 towards the RP of a generalized ANN model. Then, an optimal design was proposed. The analysis was performed using MINITAB software which involved selection of experiment design and main effect plot. Table 4 shows the overall results of experiments. Based on main effects plot analysis as shown in Figure 2 , WS can be observed as the most effective parameter, among others, for overall shift patterns being recognized. This parameter 1152 4th Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering performed better performance at high level (26). Parameter HD at low level (10) gave better performance for overall shift patterns. Increment in HD impared the recognition accuracy (e.g. US10 patterns: HD = 10, RP = 97.22%; HD = 30, RP = 94.87%). Meanwhile, in recognizing normal pattern (N00), this parameter indicated better result at high level (30). As such, in order to balance the discrimination capability between normal and abnormal patterns, an exact value of HD could be within a range of [10, 30] . Parameter QD, on the other hand, gave an inverse effect in comparison with HD. This parameter performed better for overall shifts patterns at high level (0.25 standard deviations of shifts interval). Inversely, it gave better result at low level (0.50 standard deviations of shifts interval) for normal patterns. Parameter DS has different effects for different patterns being recognized. This parameter performed better at low level (50 per shifts magnitude) for N00, US01, US10, DS10 and DS01. Inversely, it performed better at high level for US11, DS11, USDS and DSUS patterns. Table 5 summarizes the guideline of design parameter setting for achieving efficient recognition accuracy performance (RP) for each individual pattern. For instance, the highest performance for normal pattern (N00) could be achieved by setting the parameters at WS = 26, HD = 30, DS = 50 and QD = 5. This guideline represents the outcomes of FFDOE analysis. Based on this guideline, further experiments have been performed to evaluate the performance of an ANN model classifier when design with FFDOE compared to an empirical design. Obviously, the ANN model with FFDOE has outperformed the empirical designed ANN. Since the different type of patterns could be recognized effectively using specific design parameters setting, the best performance could be realized through the development of multi-model ANN classifiers (specific classifier). The proposed multi-model should consist of 9 individual ANN classifiers which are trained using specific design parameter setting. 
Conclusions
In developing a pattern recognition scheme for multivariate quality control application, proper selection of design parameters of an ANN model classifier is important towards heightening the recognition performance. In previous researches, the design parameters were mainly determined empirically. This study, however, proved that the classical FFDOE with main effect plot analysis was effective in designing an ANN classifier. The findings suggested that: (i) Different types of patterns such as normal and shifts could be recognized effectively using specific design parameters. As such, the best performance for each pattern could be achieved through multi-model ANN classifier, and (ii) FFDOE gave superior results in comparison with an empirical design. Overall, a guideline in designing ANN pattern recognition scheme could be a reference in the field of statistical process control.
